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Description
The outboard-thermometer serves for the measurement of water temperature and for extraction of
water samples on board of ships.
Construction of the device:
The major components are: water vessel (1) with
protecting rubber barrel (2), outer thermometershielding tube with vertical scale display (3),
inner plastic tube (4) with thermometer (5), terminal with holding eyelet (6), pin (7) and rubber ring (8).
The water vessel is a thick walled brass cylinder
with an upper and a lower flange of red brass Rg 5.
Two layouts for the upper part are possible: with
and without spout. The sea water-proof and oilproof rubber barrel is manufactured so as to dampen occasional bumps against the side of the ship.
The outer thermometer-protecting tube with scale
display is manufactured out of brass . It is hard
soldered into the upper casting. The design of the
scale display enables correct reading of the whole
temperature range from -lOoC to +400C.
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The terminal is again an Rg 5-casting, which fits
onto the thermometer-protecting tube. For fixation a cylindrical pin is inserted into the terminal and the tube. This pin is located below the
rubber-ring in order not to get lost. Only after
having removed this ring the pin may be drawn out.
All mentioned brass and red brass parts are dull
chrome plated warranting a better protection
against corrosion.
As thermometer a mercury-filled thermometer is
used.
The measuring range extends from -10°C to +400C
with a scale division of 0.5°C. If desired, a finer graduation-reducing the measuring range- may
be provided (special layout). Each thermometer
can be delivered with an official test certificate ( extra price). The thermometer is kept in
its position through an upper and lower rubber
socket in the interior of the plastic tube. This
tube is easily inserted into the outer tube in
such a way, that their scale displays coincide.
Due to the fact that the plastic tube reaches
down very close to the bottom of the water vessel, it is achieved that the filling water flows
necessarily past the mercury vessel and a wellmixed and hence uniform-temperature condition
of the water sample is obtained (see sketch).
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Technical Data:
Measuring range:

-10 ...+400C

Scale division:

O. SOC

Measuring precision:

+ 0.5°C

Dimensions:
Bucket:
Transportation case:

height: 385 mm
max.diameter: 135 mm
335 X 235 X 435 mm

weight:
Bucket:
Transportation case:

ca.4.6 kg
ca.6.2 kg

Ordering code:
Navy bucket, complete with transportation
and accessories,

case

type 2510.0000

Navy bucket with thermometer and rope but without transportation case and accessories,
type 2511. 0000
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Thermometer
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Official test certificate and other measuring
ranges upon requirement!
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water flow during filling the vessel
(pr i nc ip l e ) .
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5.
6.

Box:

Transportation- and storage case, empty
Complete outboard-thermometer
Rope, 20 m
Bar of round section
Spare thermometer
3 guard rings
7. 3 protective sleeves
8. 3 protecting covers
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Operating Instructions

Maintenance:

Handling:

The bucket is essentially maintenance-free

The outboard-thermometer is delivered with rope.
The transportation- and storage case, which contains all required accessories, as well as tools
and spare parts, has turned out to be of pratical
value. (See illustration).
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Replacement of Thermometer:
After stripping the upper rubber-ring off the underlying cylindrical pin is pushed out with the
corresponding taper plug and the head (terminal)
is taken off. By means of the included hook the
plastic tube is lifted and drawn out of the protecting tube (outer tube).
In order to replace the defect thermometer the
upper rubber socket is removed and the thermometer is taken out. The lower rubber socket remains
in the plastic tube and can be rubbed with talcum so as to facilitate the installation of the
new thermometer. The assemblage is carried out in
reverse order as described.

The rope, which is contained in the transportation ~ase, is fastened by means of a shakle at
the terminal eyelet; the bucket then can be lowered into the water. To avoid incorrect measurements, the bucket should be allowed to stay
for a while in the water so that a heat exchange between the seawater and all units can
take place. For the same reason, during a certain time before the measurement, the device
should be screened from incident solar radiation,
as otherwise a rather high temperature difference
may arise between the device and the sea water.
After having taken the bucket on board the temperature has to be read off immediately in order
to get correct values. After use the device and
the rope have to be dried before storage in the
transportation case.
Technical data are subject to change!
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